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Custom products are

standard for 
B&R Technology

Bring us your special requirements and we will provide a 
quotation, typically at standard scale pricing.  Here are some

of the most popular special feature units:

7500 Money Manager Scale - Several versions
Displays the QUANTITY and/or  $VALUE of standard coin values (specify US or 
Canada) based on predetermined average piece weights for the coins.  Simplified, 
streamlined operation.  Coin weights can be modified.  Heavy duty cast construction.  
Choose count or value of Penny, Nickel, Dime, OR Quarter version OR custom token.  

 Quarter Scale:  Used for field reconciliation 
    in the vending industry - Quarters only

 All Coins:  Present weight for Penny, Nickel, 
    Dime, Quarter

 Version set up for 'county by tenths' for paper 
    brick verification

 Versions for PULL TABS, tokens, or custom 
    units - contact factory

 AC or AC/DC units + 12 VDC vehicle power
 4 Year Warranty  

7500+ Basis Weight Scale for the Printing or Textile Industry

Weigh one sheet and display the REAM WEIGHT of a (choose) 480, 500, or 1000 sheet 
ream.  Used in the paper and printing industry to determine the specifications of printing
paper.  Also used in the roofing and textile industry.  Programmable multiplyers for other
applications can adapt to a wide range of standard and custom requirements.

 Standard 5 x 0.005 lbs/2250 x 0.5 g capacity, 8 x 8" platform
 Other capacities have SS 12 x 14" platform + v-trough or clip to hold large oversided sheets
 Buttons for ZERO, Sample Set, UNITS, and PRINT
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7600+ Weights and Measures Package Checking Scale:

Developed specifically for Weights and Measures field inspectors to use when verifying the correct fill for 
packages in the field.  Large SS platform is rugged enough for bags of potatoes, dog food,  or feedstuffs yet 
with enough sensitivity for small packages.  DUAL or TRIPLE RANGING resolution in all units.  0.56" LED 
display is easy to read in any low-light situation.  Self contained battery pack.  Rugged cast c onstruction will 
hold up in portable use.

 AC/DC operation with completely self-contained battery pack for 24-48 hours/charge
 Use the scale while recharging-- seamlessly switches to battery mode when unplugged
 Heavy duty power cord (no wall wart)
 FOUR standard units of measure: Lbs, Kgs, Ozs, and Grams
 Specify DUAL or TRIPLE range resolution
 Available in all capacities-- most popular are 20 lbs, 25 lbs, and 50 lbs
 4 Year Limited Warranty

 
Remote Display Options/Accessories:

ANY Pennsylvania indicator can be set up as a remote display.
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Included 

SAE # Feature Std. REV Complete Explanation
#

DC pulse and steady 12V out
SAE 5001 at setpoint (count/weigh

Row 2

Row 3


